Atomic Structure Answers
A study has yielded new answers to fundamental questions about the relationship ... "Knowledge of the size of atoms and their properties is vital for explaining chemical reactivity, structure and the ...
Are we close to finding a theory of everything? Leading physicist claims recent changes spotted in the standard model of physics point to a 'God Equation'
John Smedley
Atomic Structure Answers
Scientists create stable nanosheets containing boron and hydrogen atoms with potential applications in nanoelectronics and quantum information technology.
Less than a nanometer thick, stronger and more versatile than steel
For the first time, a team of researchers has captured X-ray images of a critical enzyme of the COVID-19 virus performing its function. This discovery could improve design of new treatments against ...
New data about SARS-CoV-2 virus functions could aid in treatment designs
In his latest book, Kaku, a leading string theorist from City College of New York, describes the on going search to find a 'God Theory' that explains everything.
Are we close to finding a theory of everything? Leading physicist claims recent changes spotted in the standard model of physics point to a 'God Equation'
A study has yielded new answers to fundamental questions about the relationship ... "Knowledge of the size of atoms and their properties is vital for explaining chemical reactivity, structure and the ...
Size matters when it comes to atomic properties
New undergraduate research on the connections between climate change and the integrity of soil systems and the structure of crystals is underway at West Virginia College (WVWC) thanks to two grants ...
NASA awards West Virginia Wesleyan College two grants for undergraduate research
This article will discuss what this substance is, how it is derived, what brands carry high-quality Delta-8 products, and legalities surrounding it.
What Is Delta-8 THC? Everything About This New Cannabinoid
The COVID-19 vaccines currently rolling out are providing hope that the spread of the disease can be halted. But infection rates are still high, and for those who contract COVID-19, the search for ...
Landmark discovery may lead to safe, effective antiviral drugs against COVID-19
In this atomic clock, a few thousand atoms of strontium are held in an "optical lattice" by intense laser light.( Physicists have measured and compared the "ticking" rate between three of the ...
How atomic clocks could probe dark matter mysteries and fundamental physics
PARIS/VIENNA (Reuters) - Talks between the U.N. atomic watchdog and Iran aimed at prising answers from Tehran on unexplained uranium traces have been delayed, narrowing a window to make progress or ...
IAEA-Iran talks on unexplained uranium traces delayed: diplomats
“Van de Graaff developed an interest in accelerating atomic particles to very high ... radiography, and nuclear structure studies. Van de Graaff resigned from MIT in 1960 but continued his ...
Answer Man: Was the man who developed an electrostatic generator from Alabama?
My primary research interests lie in atomic collisions. My students and I use lasers to ... and collisions of rare gases with barium atoms in the 5d7p 3D1 fine-structure state. Where teaching is ...
John Smedley
Since 2003, the Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics (IPP) has had to answer to two entities ... into the governance of the Max Planck Society. The organizational structure of the IPP was also ...
Big Science
A study from Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden, has yielded new answers to fundamental questions ... for explaining chemical reactivity, structure and the properties of molecules and ...
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